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Preface
Training Circular (TC) 6-02.21, Secure Mobile Anti-Jam Reliable Tactical-Terminal (SMART-T)
Handbook, is a reference based handbook for Soldiers assigned, attached, or task-organized as SMART-T
operators and mission planners for military strategic and tactical relay (Milstar) or advanced extremely
high frequency (AEHF) satellite communications systems. This publication is a guide to develop and
implement unit sustainment training to support operational mission requirements.
TC 6-02.21 contains general information on SMART-T operator procedures, guidelines, and information that
will enhance effectiveness in the operation of the SMART-T, mission planning software, maintenance,
transmission security (TRANSEC), and communication security (COMSEC) operations. TC 6-02.21 covers
SMART-T and satellite communications systems overview, SMART-T planning process, SMART-T
endorsement, installing SMART-T into the network, configuring SMART-T for satellite communications
systems topology, over-the-air rekey and database distribution, and operator level maintenance of SMARTT.
Commanders, staffs, and subordinates ensure their decisions and actions comply with principles and
expectations of the Army profession and any applicable United States, international, and, in some cases, hostnation laws and regulations. Commanders at all levels ensure their Soldiers operate in accordance with the
law of war and the rules of engagement. (FM 27-10)
TC 6-02.21 uses joint terms where applicable. Selected joint and Army terms and definitions appear in both
the glossary and the text. For definitions shown in the text, the term is italicized, and the number of the
proponent publication follows the definition. This publication is not the proponent for any Army terms.
TC 6-02.21 applies to the Active Army, Army National Guard/Army National Guard of the United States
and United States Army Reserve unless otherwise stated.
The proponent for this publication is the United States Army Cyber Center of Excellence. The preparing
agency is the Doctrine Branch, United States Army Cyber Center of Excellence. Send comments and
recommendations on DA Form 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms, to
Commander, United States Army Cyber Center of Excellence and Fort Gordon, ATTN: ATZH-DT-(TC
6-02.21)
506
Chamberlain
Avenue,
Fort
Gordon,
GA
30905-5735,
or
e-mail
to: usarmy.gordon.cybercoe.mbx.gord-fg-doctrine@mail.mil.
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Chapter 1

SMART-T and Satellite Communications Systems
Overview
This chapter will provide an overview of the secure mobile anti-jam reliable tacticalterminal. It will also discuss the two satellite communications systems used with the
secure mobile anti-jam reliable tactical-terminal that enables global communications
transmission.

SATELLITE MOBILE ANTI-JAM RELIABLE TACTICAL-TERMINAL
1-1. The secure, mobile, anti-jam, reliable, tactical–terminal (SMART-T) is the Army’s protected satellite
communications system that enables commanders at brigade and higher to operate in an electronic warfare
threat environment to include radio frequency signal interference (jamming), signal detection and geographic
location threats. The SMART-T can survive the effects of a high-altitude electromagnetic pulse produced by
nuclear detonations and can operate and survive in a biological and chemical environment. Table 1-1 on
pages 1-2 illustrates the major components of SMART-T.
1-2. SMART-T is Military Strategic and Tactical Relay (Milstar) satellite communications system
compatible at both low data rate (LDR) and medium data rate (MDR), and operates with the advanced
extremely high frequency satellite communications system (AEHF) using the AEHF extended data rate
(XDR) that is backwards compatible to LDR and MDR. SMART-T has Presidential Network Voice
Conferencing capability.
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Table 1-1. Major components of SMART-T

Item No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

1-2

Component and Function
Generator—diesel power unit that supplies 30 VDC to SMART-T
Storage container—Storage for operator device computers, lifting device, tool kit,
technical manuals, and other small equipment and items.
Transmitter—provides final frequency conversion and power amplification for uplink.
Reflector—collects and directs downlink signals to sub-reflector; directs uplink
transmission from sub-reflector to satellite.
Compass/level sensor (located in housing)—provides magnetic-field-compensated
geographic direction indication and pallet leveling data.
Sub-reflector and feed assembly—collects downlink signals from reflector and outputs
to low noise amplifier of transceiver; directs uplink transmissions from transmitter to
reflector.
Transceiver—provides first stage of up conversion and gain for radio frequency uplink
signal; provides low noise reception and down conversion of the downlink radio
frequency signal.
UIU—junction panel to interface cable connections between various operational
baseband equipment.
P/P—mechanical frame and supporting structure for SMART-T components and
antenna.
TEU—performs LDR/MDR/XDR acquisition, tracking, and modulation and demodulation
functions; provides interface to LDR/MDR/XDR baseband equipment; performs antenna
and terminal control functions; and generates frequency hopped waveforms.
Power distribution unit—combines outputs of primary, alternate and backup batteries
into single source for power distribution; controls power to antenna heaters; charges
backup batteries; and provides DC power to transmitter.
AC/DC converter—converts standard commercial 110/220 VAC to 30 VDC for
operations.
XDR TRANSEC Module (or end cryptographic unit)—contains CRK key fill port used
to provide key splits to allow the module’s variable performance chipset to enter an
operational state.
Pallet leg—one of four pallet stabilizers that provide terminal support and minimizes
antenna angular errors induced by wind loading.
GPS antenna—receives position and time data from GPS satellites.
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CAPABILITIES
1-3. SMART-T makes it possible for units to reliably and securely extend the range of their network in
such a manner that communications cannot be jammed, detected or intercepted, enabling Soldiers to send
critical text, data, voice and video communications beyond their area of operations.
1-4. SMART-T capabilities include—

Interoperability with advanced, extremely high frequency satellites.

The capability to provide LDR, MDR, and XDR for voice and data transmission.

Interoperability with other Milstar and AEHF complaint terminals.

The capability to provide anti-jam and anti-scintillation communications.

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
1-5. This section discusses the two satellite communications systems used with SMART-T—Milstar and
AEHF. These satellite communications systems provide strategic, operational, and tactical communications
transmission support that includes highly secure and anti-jam capabilities. Milstar provides satellite
communications capabilities using the LDR and MDR waveforms. AEHF provides the capability to
communicate using XDR waveform, and scalable to LDR and MDR waveforms.

MILITARY STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL RELAY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
1-6. The Milstar satellite communications system provides the President, Secretary of Defense, and the
U.S. armed forces with assured, survivable satellite communications (SATCOM) with a low probability of
interception and detection. Designed to overcome enemy jamming and nuclear effects. Milstar satellites are
capable of handling LDR and MDR waveforms simultaneously, crucial to successful operations on the
modern battlefield.
1-7. The Milstar satellite communications system is composed of three segments:

Space segment.

Terminal segment.

Mission control segment.

Space Segment
1-8. The space segment comprises of six satellites in geosynchronous earth orbit. Two of the satellites are
LDR satellites that can support data rates between 75 bits per second (bps) to 2.4 kilo-bits per second (kbps)
with channel capacities of 192 (100 at 2400 bps). The other four satellites are MDR satellites, scalable to
LDR satellite capabilities. The MDR satellites can support data rates between 75bps to 1.544 megabits per
second (Mbps) with channel capacities of 192 [100 at 2400 bps (LDR mode)] and 32 [1.544 Mbps (MDR
mode)] These LDR and MDR satellites are strategically placed in space around the earth so to provide
worldwide satellite connectivity without the use of vulnerable ground relays.
1-9. Milstar satellites use the ultra-high frequency (UHF), super-high frequency (SHF), and extremely high
frequency (EHF) bandwidth transmitters that allow the ability to provide secure communications using
multiple bandwidths.

Terminal Segment
1-10. The terminal segment consists of a family of multi-service ground, shipborne, submarine, and airborne
satellite terminals functionally interoperable and tailored to meet operational requirements. Amongst these
satellite terminals is SMART-T.

Mission Control Segment
1-11. The mission control segment provides communications resource management and satellite operations
support. The primary responsibility of the mission control segment is to maintain each satellite discussed in
the space segment in a state of readiness to support users during all levels of conflict.
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ADVANCED EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
1-12. The AEHF satellite communications system is a follow-on to Milstar development and is a joint service
satellite communications system that provides survivable, global, secure, protected, and jam-resistant
communications for high-priority military ground, sea and air assets. AEHF enables the National Security
Council and Unified Combatant Commanders to control their tactical and strategic forces at all levels of
conflict up to and through nuclear war and supports the attainment of information superiority.
1-13. AEHF augments and improves on the capabilities of Milstar, and expands the military SATCOM
architecture. AEHF provides connectivity across the spectrum of mission areas, including land, air and naval
warfare; special operations; strategic nuclear operations; strategic defense; theater missile defense; and space
operations and intelligence.
1-14. AEHF comprises of the same three segments as Milstar. However, the AEHF space segment consists
of six satellites in geosynchronous earth orbit that provide ten times the throughput (75 bps to approximately
8 Mbps) of Milstar satellites using the XDR waveform, with substantial use of coverage for users.
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Planning
This chapter discusses planning considerations before employing the SMART-T as part
of a mission. It provides general coverage of some key responsibilities of the higher
headquarters' network engineer and spectrum manager, the key management
infrastructure operations account manager, and the SMART-T operator when planning
to deploy the SMART-T terminal.

PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN THE SMART-T PLANNING PROCESS
The network engineer, spectrum manager, and key management infrastructure (KMI) operations
account manager (KOAM) are located at higher headquarters and members of the G-6, S-6, or S-3 staff.
Planning for SMART-T operations is an effort conducted simultaneously between the network engineer, the
spectrum manager, the KOAM, and the SMART-T operator.

NETWORK ENGINEER AND SPECTRUM MANAGER
The network engineer integrates the SMART-T into the unit’s portion of the deployed Department of
Defense Information Network-A (DODIN-A) known as the tactical network. The network engineer
determines where the placement of SMART-T into the tactical network is optimal. Network placement will
likely be a location that requires large amounts of bandwidth transmission and where communications
security and dependability is an absolute necessity.
The network engineer employs the spectrum manager to submit a satellite access request (SAR) for
SMART-T. The spectrum manager uses the tactical-computer digital mission planner (T-CDMP) to attain
the information required to submit a SAR for SMART-T. The T-CDMP is a computer-based tool for
requesting Milstar and AEHF satellite communications systems access and creating the terminal database
(also called terminal image), see figure 2-1 on page 2-2. The T-CDMP consists of the terminal control
interface device (TCID) and the tactical-mission planning sub-system (T-MPSS).
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Figure 2-1. The tactical-computer mission planner
Note. The T-CDMP requires periodic software updates controlled and managed by the Air Force.
Updates are requested to and provided from Aberdeen Proving Grounds Software Engineer
Center.
The T-MPSS must be working in conjunction with the T-CID to send an over-the-air data
distribution (OTADD) image.
The T-CDMP must include its supporting hard drives, ancillary devices, and contain the latest
global scenario and ephemeris data for terminal database generation.
Using the T-MPSS, the spectrum manager creates the terminal database necessary to attain the Defense
Information Systems Network (DISN) services for SMART-T. The T-MPSS used in conjunction with the TCID also allows terminal control of the SMART-T.
Once the initial terminal database has been the developed, the spectrum manager submits the SAR to
the regional space support center (RSSC) using the joint integrated satellite communications tool (JIST). The
regional RSSC is the approving authority for all SARs in its geographical area of responsibility and process
the SAR based on priority and availability. If approved, the spectrum manager receives a satellite access
authorization (SAA) and gateway access authorization (GAA) on the JIST from the RSSC.
Note. If the network engineer plans to employ SMART-T using the global agile, integrated
transport (GAIT) as an alternative to satellite transportation means, the SAR is instead submitted
using the Army centralized Army satellite request system (ACAS).
The spectrum manager uses the SAA to finalize the terminal database on the T-MPSS and the forwards
the GAA to the network engineer that provides information on the types of DISN services, waveform,
authorized topology type, and amount of bandwidth that has been approved by the RSSC. This information
is necessary for the network engineer to define the placement of SMART-T within the tactical network
further.
Note. Creating the terminal database, as well as any additional planning for SMART-T using the
T-CDMP, requires access to the SECRET Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNET).
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Upon finalization of the terminal database, the network engineer or spectrum manager contacts the
SMART-T operator. The SMART-T operator reports to the network engineer or spectrum manager with two
simple key loaders, one will be the primary and one will be the backup. The spectrum manager downloads a
copy of the finalized terminal database both simple key loaders. See figure 2-2 for an illustration of a simple
key loader (SKL).

Figure 2-2. Simple key loader
Note. A SMART-T operator must have operational knowledge of the SKL. It is the responsibility
of the SMART-T operator to ensure that assigned SKLs are serviceable.

KEY MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE OPERATIONS ACCOUNT MANAGER
The KOAM is responsible for attaining the necessary cryptographic keys required for operability and
security of SMART-T on the tactical network. The KOAM requests the required COMSEC keys upon request
from the network engineer.
The KOAM is responsible for registering the XDR TRANSEC module (XTM) assigned to the
SMART-T and attains the necessary keys through the common user application software, downloading the
keys to the same SMART-T operator provided SKLs that the terminal database resides. The KOAM has an
essential role in the initialization of a SMART-T discussed further in Chapter 3.

SMART-T OPERATOR
Throughout the planning process, the SMART-T operator requests network engineering updates to
attain an understanding of the tactical network and how the SMART-T will be used to support the unit's
mission. The SMART-T operator conducts necessary system training and maintenance as a part of the
commander's troop leading procedures.
The SMART-T operator ensures to conduct pre-deployment checks while conducting troop leading
procedures to verify SMART-T equipment functionality.
Pre-deployment checks are as follows—
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Conduct preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS) before operations procedures to
verify terminal equipment has been maintained and is operationally ready.
Power up the SMART-T to verify generator is capable of functioning as the terminal prime power
source and energize all internal equipment to perform additional pre-deployment checks.
Connect the local operator device (LOD) to SMART-T (called a LOD hookup) to verify that the
LOD is functioning correctly and receiving 28 volts DC from SMART-T. The LOD hookup also
serves as an interface for performing additional pre-deployment checks.
View acquisition parameter set to verify appropriate parameters are stored in the terminal
electronics unit (TEU) memory to perform additional pre-deployment checks. (Press Enter twice
at TERMINAL SETUP screen. Select Setup Terminal Database and press Enter twice to provide
access to MAIN MENU).
Deploy the antenna to enable performing an automatic or manual acquisition.
Conduct satellite acquisition to verify required parameters and terminal capability.

Note. Satellite acquisition automatically performs if the TEU in SMART-T is in Auto Mode. If in
Auto Mode, the antenna deploys and the appropriate auto parameters retrieved from TEU memory.
Acquisition is not guaranteed if using LDR or MDR spot beam, if satellite resources are not
available, or due to terminal deployed location which prevents acquisition.


Execute offline built-in test (BIT) to run MDR loopback test to test circuit integrity between MDR
baseband circuit card assembly (CCA) and user interface unit (UIU) MDR port connections.

The SMART-T operator is responsible for attaining all necessary keys from the KOAM and must
ensure to acquire the cryptographic recovery key (CRK) in other to make the XTM operable. Download the
keys to the same SKL provided by the SMART-T operator that houses the finalized terminal database. The
SMART-T operator's roles are discussed further in Chapter 3.
Note. Depending on the unit's policies, the higher headquarters network planner or KOAM may
maintain control of the CRK for all SMART-Ts in the unit, assuming the responsibility as
controlling authority. If this is the case, the SMART-T operator must also ensure to get the CRK
from that controlling authority.
It is imperative that the SMART-T operator knows security requirements when handling and
safeguarding COMSEC material.
It is the responsibility of the SMART-T operator to coordinate with the network planner and spectrum
manager to attain the terminal database. The SMART-T operator is responsible for loading the terminal
database and all necessary COMSEC into SMART-T and installing SMART-T into the tactical network.
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Endorsement of Extended Data Rate TRANSEC Modules
and Mission Keys Request Procedures
This chapter provides an overview of the XTM, including the initial shipment of the
XTM from the Key Loading and Initialization Facility (KLIF). This chapter also
provides procedures for initial endorsement or re-endorsement of the XTM in SMARTT. This chapter also discusses the procedures for requesting mission keys.

EXTENDED DATA RATE TRANSMISSION SECURITY MODULE
OVERVIEW
3-1. The XTM is located in the TEU (see figure 3-1, page 3-2). The XTM generates the TRANSEC word
used for frequency hopping, or de-hopping, and time and frequency arrangement, or disarrangement. An
XTM comes paired with four CRKs.
Note. The XTM is a Controlled Cryptographic Item (CCI) unless it is operational in the terminal
at which time it becomes SECRET. The four CRKs are SECRET at all times and stored according
to AR 380-5.
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Table 3-1. The terminal electronics unit

Item No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

Component and Function
Indicator—Watchdog Alarm (Low Data Rate (LDR) Baseband Circuit Card Assembly
(CCA)). Illuminated during system startup, indicates fault if illuminated following
completion of the startup.
Indicator—Watchdog Alarm (LDR Modem). Illuminated during system startup, indicates
fault if illuminated following completion of the startup.
Pushbutton—Processor Reset Pushbutton. Used to reset the LDR modem processor
(depot test only).
POWER VALID—Power Supply Light Emitting Diode (LED) (green). Indicates +28 Vdc
input power is active in power supply.
FAULT—Power Supply LED (red). Indicates fault condition in the power supply when lit.
BATTERY BACK-UP—Battery Backup Switch. Activates (ON) and deactivates (OFF)
battery backup power to maintain storage of crypto keys, history log, and database.
APC 30VDC—30 VDC to Antenna Switch. Activates (ON) and deactivates (OFF) antenna
drive motors and resolvers (maintenance use only). The switch is ON for normal
operations.
TEU 30VDC—30 VDC to TEU Switch. Activates (ON) and deactivates (OFF) prime power
to the TEU from the TEU power supply (maintenance use only). The switch is ON for
normal operations.
Indicator—Watchdog Alarm (LDR Modem). Illuminated during system startup, indicates
fault if illuminated following completion of the startup.
CRK1/CRK2 Indicators (Not used)—Indicators are intended for future use, although will
intermittently illuminate during Cryptographic Recovery Key (CRK) operations.
ZERO—Zeroize Indicator. Indicates completion of zeroizing keys from the Transmission
Security (TRANSEC) module. TRANSEC module also referred to as End Cryptographic
Unit (ECU).
ALARM—TRANSEC Alarm Indicator. Indicates TRANSEC module will not accept keys.
Destruct—Destruct TRANSEC switch. Zeroizes all stored keys within the TRANSEC
module, including information stored in its nonvolatile memory. Pressing DESTRUCT
switch requires replacing TRANSEC module.

3-2. Before an XTM and the four CRKs ships to the unit, they are first paired together and initialized by
the KLIF. After initialization, the paired items ships to the unit. It is at this point that the SMART-T operator
and the unit's KOAM must work together to get the XTM endorsed.
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CAUTION
XTM re-endorsement must be completed within 11 months of prior year
endorsement to prevent expiration. Expiration of the XTM endorsement
will result in the XTM becoming inoperable. Expired XTMs must be
returned to the KLIF to be re-endorsed.
3-3. Generally, two of the four CRKs have Administrative (admin) access to SMART-T, while the other
two provide user/operator access. The admin CRKs allow for additional CRK menu functions on the terminal
and they can also be used for on-air satellite operations.
Note. The user/operator CRKs only have on-air satellite operations.
3-4. One of the CRKs must be attached to the front of the XTM before powering up SMART-T if
performing satellite acquisition. The terminal can be powered up, and the terminal menus accessed without
the CRK attached if satellite acquisition is not required.

INITIAL ENDORSEMENT AND RE-ENDORSEMENT PROCEDURES
Note. This section discusses both initial endorsement and re-endorsement procedures. Steps that
apply to only initial endorsement will be denoted by Initial only. Initial endorsement procedures
may also be necessary if the XTM re-endorsement has expired, if the unit receives if a new XTM,
or if an XTM is sent for maintenance and returned.
3-5. To be successful at endorsement and re-endorsement procedures for the XTM, the SMART-T operator,
and the KOAM must exchange information unique to the SMART-T being endorsed. Before the SMART-T
operator contacts the KOAM, they must first collect the following two pieces of information—

The serial number of each XTM (located on the bottom from of each XTM).

The on-air satellite terminal identification (ID) number (commonly called the terminal ID) used
within the terminal database to identify the SMART-T to the satellite.
Note. If a unit does not know the terminal ID for a SMART-T, they can attain it from higher
headquarters’ network engineer, spectrum manager, or the RSSC.
3-6. The SMART-T operator provides the serial numbers and the terminal ID to the KOAM. For reendorsement, this information should already be in the system, but it is a good idea to take it just in case.
3-7. Initial only. The KOAM registers the XTM assigned to the SMART-T, by serial number, using the
AEHF local key management system (ALKM). For each XTM, the KOAM enters the following information
and chooses the following options on the ALKM device registration screen—

Device type: KGV-310.

Device serial number: found on the front of each XTM.

Local element name: should be pre-populated, but has a browse button.

National affiliation indicator (NAI): US.
3-8. On the ALKM device registration screen, there are four checkable items on the right side—

Endorsement.

Request Initial Endorsement Now.
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Mission Support (if selected, the mission keys will also be requested once the endorsement process
is complete).
Request Fill Group Keys Now (if selected, a browse button will appear, making it possible to
select the associated fill group for the KOAM’s account).

Note. KOAMs who support multiple units can be assigned multiple fill groups.
3-9. For the first time registering and endorsing of the XTM, select all four items to perform all actions, but
at a minimum, the KOAM must ensure to select "Endorsement" and "Request Initial Endorsement Now"
items.
Note. If for some reason, the KOAM forgets to check the above items, there are individual subscreens within the software to make the same selections.
3-10. Once the KOAM has submitted the registration and the "Request Initial Endorsement Now" for each
XTM, The key management infrastructure (KMI) processes the request, and upon approval, the KOAM will
receive a notification on the ALKM system that the endorsement keys are received. At this time the KOAM
contacts the SMART-T operator, informing that keys for SMART-T are available.
Note. Response times from KMI when submitting a request is subjective. A response from KMI
can be as quick as a few hours or as long as a few days.
3-11. The SMART-T operator reports to the KOAM with the two SKLs that has the terminal database loaded
on them. The KOAM transfers the endorsement keys for the XTM. The following steps are used to transfer
the endorsement keys from the ALKM system to an SKL—

Step 1. Connect the SKL to the ALKM system using adapter.

Step 2. On the ALKM system, go to the “ALKM device endorsement” screen.

Step 3. Select one of the XTMs in the list and then select “Distribute keys” button (the SKL will
indicate that it is prepared to receive keys).

Step 4. Click the “Continue” button (The endorsement keys are loaded onto the SKL).
3-12. There are four different keys loaded onto the SKL for an XTM. They are—

AKDELIV. Contains the endorsement keys.

KRDELIV. Contains the FIREFLY key (FFK).

CREDRQD. Contains the requests for the rekey.

CREDRQR. Contains the requests for delivery credentials.
Note. Endorsement keys are in a BLACK key format and are considered For Official Use Only
(FOUO).
Distribution of the endorsement keys can only be output once for each XTM. Therefore it is
important to copy all endorsement keys to a second SKL from the KOAM.
The four keys can be viewed on the SKL in the benign key section by selecting “File,” “Keys,”
Benign Fill…”

Endorsement Key Loading Process
Note. It is vital that the SMART-T operator performs the “SKL Read Complete” step on SMARTT “SKL Read” screen. Failure to perform this final action will cause a failure in the endorsement
key loading process and leave the XTM non-functional.
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CAUTION
Endorsement of the XTM should be carefully performed because it must
be completed successfully on the first attempt. The SMART-T operator
should avoid responding to any arbitrary messages or alerts that may
appear on the SMART-T screen once the endorsement key transfer
process has started.
3-13. Using the endorsement keys provided by the KOAM, the SMART-T operator endorses the XTM in
the SMART-T. During the endorsement key loading process, the connected SKL will receive four end
cryptographic unit response (ECUR) messages. Those four ECUR messages are stored in the second SKL.

CAUTION
Failure to successfully transfer all ECUR messages to the KOAM will
result in an incomplete endorsement process. XTMs that has not
completed the endorsement process will not receive mission keys, nor
will the un-endorsed XTM be capable of being re-endorsed at the end
of the current endorsement cycle and must eventually be sent back to
the KLIF to be re-initialized.
3-14. The following are the steps for endorsement key loading:

Step 1. Ensure the SMART-T is in Start-up or Stand-by.

Step 2. Select “3 Setup”, “3 Key Maintenance” & “3 Endorsement Key Status”.

Step 3. Verify the “ECU ID” field is populated and that the “ECU Authentication Keys” and “ECU
Binding Keys” show “STORED” with valid expiration dates. It is best to annotate the expiration
dates for future reference.

Step 4. Connect the fill cable from the SKL port to the DS-101 port (J23) on the rear of the
SMART-T.

Step 5. Select the SKL “EQS” tab. There must be a SMART-T specific equipment item displayed
on this tab, otherwise, it will be necessary to add an equipment item. To add a new equipment item
to the equipment list, the EQS tab must be selected for the following steps to work.
 Select the “File” menu, then select “Add Equipment…” The Equipment Name window
appears.
 In the “Equipment Name” field, use the on-screen keyboard to type the name “SMART-T”.
 From the “Equipment Type” drop-down, select “TSC-154” (it appears near the end of the
list).
 Select the “OK” button. (No additional information needs to be entered.)

Step 6. Ensure the equipment name (ex: SMART-T) is highlighted.

Step 7. Select the “LOAD” icon in the upper-right corner of the screen or select
File>Transmit>Load from the menu.

Step 8. Select the radio button next to “Load Benign Fill” and then select “OK”.

Step 9. The next sequence of steps must be performed on the SMART-T.

Step 10. Select “3 Setup”, “3 Key Maintenance” & “1 SKL Key Fill” to open the READ SKL
screen.

Step 11. Press Enter on the keyboard to accept the “Initiate SKL Read” screen option.

Step 12. Select “Endorse Terminal” (F6) and press Enter twice to complete the selection.

Step 13. Press Enter to Execute the SKL Read screen.
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Step 14. The VERIFY DATE IS CORRECT screen appears. Verify the terminal date at the top of
the SMART-T display is correct. Ensure “Verify” is highlighted and press Enter.
Step 15. Confirm on the READ SKL screen that the “Fill Status” now shows “IN PROGRESS”.

CAUTION
Once the "Continue" button is selected, the operator should avoid
moving the SKL or Fill Cable and should not acknowledge any alerts or
messages on the SMART-T display during the endorsement key
transfer.



Step 16. On the SKL, select the “Continue” button. The Status window appears and should display
“Transmit In Progress”.
Step 17. Wait for the Benign Fill Keys to load and for the Load Benign Fill Successful popup to
appear. Select “OK” to acknowledge the popup. The Select SKL Read Complete popup appears.
Return to the SMART-T screen.

CAUTION
The next step MUST be performed correctly to complete the
endorsement process. Failure to complete this step will result in an
endorsement failure.










Step 18. Ensure “SKL Read Complete” is selected and press Enter twice to finalize the Benign
Fill Keys load. Return to the SKL.
Step 19. On the SKL popup, select the “OK” button.
Step 20. Select the “OK” button on the next SKL popup (Operation Successful).
Step 21. Select the “Done” button on the Status window.
Step 22. On the SMART-T, select “3 Setup”, “3 Key Maintenance” & “3 Endorsement Key
Status”.
Step 23. Verify the “ECU ID” field is populated and that the “ECU Authentication Keys” and
“ECU Binding Keys” show “STORED” with new valid expiration dates (approximately 12
months into the future from the current calendar date). Note that the endorsement process does not
extend the previous endorsement dates by 12 months.
Step 24. On the SKL, select “File”, “Keys” & “Benign Fill…” The Benign Fill Messages window
appears.
Step 25. View the benign fill messages and verify that four ECUR messages are visible for each
XTM that is endorsed/re-endorsed. Each group of four ECUR messages should have matching
Key Material Identifiers (KMID) assigned (It may be necessary to scroll to view them).

3-15. Once the endorsement key loading process is complete, the SMART-T operator must provide the
KOAM with all ECUR messages for the XTM stored on the secondary SKL. The KOAM connects the SKL
to ALKM and uploads the four ECUR messages for each XTM that was endorsed.
3-16. Using the same "ALKM Device Endorsement" screen, the KOAM prepares the SKL to transmit the
ECURs and then clicks on the "Upload ECURS" button. From there, the system performs the transfer of all
ECURs that reside on the SKL. Once the KOAM receives a message on ALKM confirming the receipt of all
ECURs, the KOAM can requests mission keys for satellite access.
Note. The KOAM must ensure that all ECUR messages are transmitted and received by the Central
AEHF Key Management Station (CAKMS).
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REQUESTING TERMINAL MISSION KEYS
3-17. Initial only. Before requesting terminal mission keys, the KOAM associates the terminal IDs with
their local element. This association is accomplished on the ALKM using the "Assigned Terminal IDs to LE"
screen. The KOAM selects the appropriate terminal IDs from the list and then selects the "Assign Local
Element" button. A list of local elements will appear, and the KOAM selects the appropriate local element.
The screen then returns to the list of terminal IDs that shows the terminal IDs paired with the selected local
element.
Note. Not assigning a terminal ID to a local element will result in the keys for the terminal mission
keys for that terminal ID not being recognized by its associated XTM.
3-18. Once all necessary terminal IDs are associated with their local elements, the KOAM begin the process
of requesting mission keys for SMART-T. If the KOAM selected the "Mission Support" box located ALKM
device registration screen when registering each of the XTMs, the mission keys were already requests and
may already be available. If the KOAM did not check the "Mission Support" box during the XTM registering
process, the KOAM would have to use individual sub-screens within the software to make the request.
3-19. Once all mission keys have been provided and verified by the KOAM, the KOAM distributes mission
keys to the SMART-T operators, transferring the keys to the same two SKLs that the SMART-T operator
used to download the terminal database and endorsement keys.
3-20. The SMART-T operator must provide the KOAM with the terminal IDs that require mission keys and
satellite keys. This information is provided to the SMART-T operator by the network planner or spectrum
manager.
3-21. To distribute mission keys, the KOAM uses the "Mission Key Distribution" screen on ALKM. The
KOAM selects from a list of distribution configurations created by the KOAM based on normal key
distribution requirements. These configurations may be saved for future use and can include, for example,
only one satellite or multiple satellites and up to six months of keys. Once the KOAM selects the appropriate
configuration, next click on the "Select/Unselect Terminal IDs" button. A popup appears from which the
KOAM then selects from a list of available terminal IDs that will receive keys. Once all appropriate terminal
IDs are selected, the KOAM clicks the "Select" button.
3-22. The "Mission Key Distribution" screen reappears, and the KOAM clicks on the "Save and Distribute
the Keys" button. Another screen appears where the KOAM can review any discrepancies before transferring
the mission keys to the SKL.
3-23. The KOAM next connect the SKL to the ALKM using a fill cable and prepare it to receive keys. The
KOAM then clicks “Continue” on the discrepancy review screen to transfer mission keys to the SKL. Once
the transfer is complete, the mission keys will appear in the SKL as prepositioned key packages (PKP),
bundled keys.
Note. It is not possible to determine how many keys reside in a PKP. The PKPs are in a BLACK
key format and are considered. FOUO.
3-24. Two types of PKPs are loaded onto the SKL—

Group Key (“G” key). Primarily associated with each XTM. Note. If an XTM did not get
registered into the key management infrastructure, the “G” key for that XTM will not be
downloaded to the SKL and will result in a loading failure when the SMART-T operator attempts
to load the terminal keys.

Terminal Key (“T” key). Associated with the on-air terminal ID.
3-25. Once the two PKPs transfers to the SKL, either the KOAM or SMART-T operator should verify that
both the "G" and "T" key downloads by looking for the following on the SKL—
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The "T" key always appears on the SKL formatted with the letter "T," then a five digit Terminal
ID number and then a month/year. As an example: "T03852SEP17," allowing the SMART-T
operator the capability to identify the Terminal ID quickly along with the month/year.
The “G” key allows appears on the SKL as a “decimal number” representation of the XTM End
Cryptographic Unit (ECU) ID number. This ECU ID number can be viewed on the terminal screen
by accessing the following menu options:
 Setup.
 Key Maintenance.
 Endorsement Key Status (when the “Endorsement Key Status” screen appears, the ECU ID
can be viewed at the top of this screen).

Note. On SKLs with version 8.0 or later software, the screen displays both hexadecimal and
decimal numbers. With earlier software versions, the number that appears on the screen are only
hexadecimal values and must be converted into a decimal value.
3-26. Either the KOAM can download the PKPs through the ALKM to the second SKL or the SMART-T
operator can use the primary SKL to transfer the PKPs from the first SKL to the second SKL. Either way, it
is important to install the PKPs to the second SKL for backup.
3-27. Upon completion of the “Requesting Mission Keys Process” the following items should be installed
on the SKL—

The terminal database (received from the network planner or spectrum manager).

The “G” key (received from the KOAM).

The “T” key (received from the KOAM).
3-28. With the listed items, the SMART-T operator can now initialize the SMART-T.
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Installing SMART-T into the Network
This chapter discusses procedures for properly positioning, setting up, and powering
up SMART-T. This chapter also discusses the procedures on loading the terminal
database, mission keys, and ground positioning satellite keys into SMART-T, followed
by antenna deployment and satellite acquisitioning.

SECTION I – SETUP AND POWER-UP OF SMART-T
Note. All software configuration steps performed on the SMART-T are accomplished using either
a connected LOU or remote operator unit (ROU). When discussing any software configuration
steps in this publication, instead of using the terms LOU and ROU, this publication will use
SMART-T.
4-1. The following steps are an overview of the actions required by the SMART-T operator to physically
setup and power-up the SMART-T. The terminal should be positioned to avoid satellite communications
interference from obstacles or large metal objects. Although the SMART-T can operate on an incline of less
than 10 degrees, it is preferred if it is positioned on a relatively flat surface.

CAUTION
Avoid deploying SMART-T on soft or muddy soil as it can cause it to
become unstable. Pallet legs provide a source of system grounding and
should be deployed under normal operating conditions

PROCEDURES FOR SITE POSITIONING AND SETUP OF SMART-T
4-2. The SMART-T operator should be aware of any policies published by the unit commander regarding
SMART-T installation. The following procedures, however, will assist the SMART-T operator by providing
general steps on how to properly position and setup SMART-T. For information on the location of items
listed in these steps, refer to TM 11-5985-1881-10. The steps are as follows—

Step 1. Ensure the site location has soil conditions that will support pallet legs and that the slope
is less than 10 degrees.

Step 2. When positioning the high multipurpose wheeled vehicle (HMMWV), place it so the rear
faces in the relative direction of the satellite transmission path.

Step 3. Secure the HMMWV by setting the parking brake and place wheel chocks under wheels.

Step 4. Swing the two rear storage containers open and lower the HMMWV tailgate.

Step 5. Remove the auxiliary fuel can from the terminal and place it at least 3 feet from the
terminal. Ensure the fuel can is full and in a drip pan to avoid environment concerns.

Step 6. Remove all stowed non-system equipment (camouflage, camouflage poles, etc.) from the
terminal and the bed of the HMMWV.

Step 7. Disengage the antenna stow latch.

Step 8. Disengage the azimuth and elevation service pins.
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Step 9. Remove the four ground pads from their curbside storage rack and place one pad at each
pallet corner.

Note. Ensure the ground pad handles face each other to avoid damage to the handles and tripping
hazard.





Step 10. Extend the leg outrigger and secure it using the locking pin.
Step 11. Open the clamp on the leg outrigger.
Step 12. Repeat steps 10 and 11 until all four leg outriggers are extended and secured and the
clamps have been opened.
Step 13. Remove one of the legs from the rear of the terminal.

WARNING
Do not lean leg against the terminal due to potential fall hazard.


Step 14. Place the leg in the clamp on the leg outrigger.

Note. Ensure the notches on the leg align with the pins on the clamp.



Step 15. Close the clamp and secure it with outrigger locking pin.
Step 16. Turn the leg crank handle until the bottom of the leg touches the ground pad.

Note. Do not attempt to apply weight to the leg at this time.



Step 17. Repeat steps 12 thru15 until all four legs are installed.
Step 18. Release the six locking cones by using the attached ratchet handle.

CAUTION
To ensure proper terminal operation, all locking cones must be released

Note. Knurled knob must be turned clockwise to loosen and counterclockwise to tighten.


Step 19. Starting at the rear roadside leg, turn the leg crank handle clockwise five turns. Repeat
for each leg, keeping both rear legs and both front legs in unison, until the pallet is isolated from
the HMMWV.

Note. If HMMWV is to be removed from under pallet, ensure the pallet is raised to clear all
HMMWV obstacles and any cables, hoses or straps are disconnected.


Step 20. Attach the local operator device (LOD) to the LOD connector on the User Interface Unit
(UIU) using WF 16 (field wire).

Note. The LOD is the device used by the SMART-T operator for configuring, operating,
controlling, and maintaining SMART-T locally.
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Step 21. If used, attach the LID to the associated LID connector on the UIU using WF 16. Provide
AC power if required.

Note. The LID is the device used for LDR interfacing and controlling LDR baseband devices.
The LID can be deployed at a distance of up to 200 ft. when powered by the SMART-T, or at a
distance of up to 2500 ft. when powered via AC power cable. When using LIDs 2 thru 4, the power
cable must be attached to the J1 connector on the side of the LID and then connected to 110 VAC
power.
Refer to T.M. 11-5895-1881-10, paragraph 2-69 for additional assistance with alternate (or
secondary) power procedures.





Step 22. If planning to conduct remote SMART-T operations, attach the ROU to the ROU
connector on the UIU using WF 16. Attach the ROU power cable to the J1 connector on the side
of the ROU and then connect to 110 VAC power.
Step 23. Connect one end of the DC power cable to the power distribution unit (PDU) J9 connector
and the other end to the HMMWV slave receptacle under the passenger seat.
Step 24. Use the HMMWV hand throttle to increase idle setting to maintain HMMWV output
voltage.

Note. HMMWV idle must be increased slightly to maintain HMMWV output voltage.


Step 25. Insert the CRK into the CRK port on front of the XTM.

Note. The CRK provides the variable performance chipset (VPC) with key splits required for
operations.
It is the responsibility of the SMART-T operator to acquire the CRK prior to deploying the
SMART-T.

CAUTION
Insertion or removal of the CRK while SMART-T is powering up or
powering down can result in corruption of the CRK and require reassociation. The CRK should only be inserted prior to terminal power up
and removed prior to terminal power down. If inserting or removing the
CRK is not performed during these time-frames then carefully follow any
on-screen messages that may appear.
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Step 26. Ensure the PDU Main Power circuit breaker and Digital Data Transmitter circuit breaker
are set to ON.
Step 27. Set LOD/LID/ROU circuit breakers to ON.
Step 28. Verify TERMINAL SETUP screen appears.
Step 29. From the SMART-T Main Menu, select “3 Setup”, “3 Key Maintenance” & “3
Endorsement Key Status” to verify the XTM endorsement status.
Step 30. Remove CRK from XTM and secure.
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Note. Ensure that the correct type of CRK is being used when performing steps 25 thru 30. There
are two admin CRKs and two user/operator CRKs. The SMART-T operator only require
user/operator level access.


Step 31. Ground SMART-T according to the instructions on system grounding in TM 11-58951881-10, paragraph 2-19.

SECTION II – TERMINAL DATABASE AND MISSION KEYS LOADING
4-3. This section discusses the procedures to load the terminal database and mission keys in SMART-T.
The terminal database is received from the higher headquarters network planner or spectrum manager.

PROCEDURES FOR LOADING THE TERMINAL DATABASE AND
MISSION KEYS ON SMART-T
4-4. The SMART-T operator receives the terminal database from the higher headquarters network planner
or spectrum manager. The SMART-T operator receives the mission keys from the higher headquarters
KOAM. Both tasks are completed prior during planning phase of operations and XTM endorsement (see
Chapters 2 and 3).
4-5. To load the terminal database and mission keys, the procedures are as follows:
Note. Steps 1 thru 5 are performed on the SKL.


Step 1. Connect the fill cable from the SKL port to the DS-101 port (J23) on the rear of the
SMART-T

Note. See TM 11-5895-1881-10 for illustration and location of the DS-101 port.





Step 2. On the Simple Key Loader (SKL) “Plats” tab, ensure the desired terminal platform
(Terminal ID) is highlighted.
Step 3. Select the “LOAD” icon in the upper-right corner of the screen or select
File>Transmit>Load from the menu.
Step 4. Select the radio button next to “Load Terminal Image/Black Keys”.
Step 5. Ensure “Load Terminal Image” and “Load Black Keys” are both checked and then select
OK.

Note. Steps 6 thru 12 are performed on the LID/LOD/ROU on SMART-T.










4-4

Step 6. Ensure the SMART-T is in Start-up or Stand-by.
Step 7. Select “3 Setup”, “7 Database Updates Options” & “2 SKL Read” to open the READ SKL
screen.
Step 8. Press Enter on the keyboard to accept the “Initiate SKL Read” screen option.
Step 9. Select “yes” or “no” (F6) to Delete XDR Data Sets Prior To SKL Read.
Step 10. Press Enter twice to Execute the SKL Read.
Step 11. If “yes” was previously chosen, select “Verify” on the VERIFY XDR DATA SETS
DELETE screen and press Enter.
Step 12. Confirm on the READ SKL screen that the “Fill Status” now shows “IN PROGRESS”.
Step 13. On the SKL, select the “Continue” button. The Status window appears and should display
“Transmit In Progress”.
Step 14. Wait for the database to load and for the SKL Read Complete popup to appear. Return
to the SMART-T screen.
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Step 15. Ensure “SKL Read Complete” is selected and press Enter twice to finalize the database
load. Return to the SKL.
Step 16. On the SKL popup, select the “OK” button. The Instructions to Load Black Keys
automatically appears on the SKL.

Note. Steps 17 thru 20 are performed on the LID/LOD/ROU on SMART-T.










Step 17. Select “3 Setup”, “3 Key Maintenance” & “1 SKL Key Fill” to open the READ SKL
screen.
Step 18. Press Enter on the keyboard to accept the “Initiate SKL Read” screen option.
Step 19. Ensure “Load System Keys” is displayed and press Enter twice to execute the SKL Read.
Step 20. Confirm on the READ SKL screen that the “Fill Status” now shows “IN PROGRESS”.
Step 21. On the SKL, select the “Continue” button. The Status window appears and should display
“Transmit In Progress”.
Step 22. Wait for the Black Keys to load and for the SKL Read Complete popup to appear. Return
to the SMART-T screen.
Step 23. On SMART-T, ensure “SKL Read Complete” is selected and press Enter twice to finalize
the Black Keys load. Return to the SKL.
Step 24. On the SKL popup, click the “OK” button.
Step 25. The AEHF PKP Load Results window appears. View the load status and then select the
“OK” button to close.

Note. A minimum of one Terminal PKP and one Group PKP must be displayed in order for the
key load to be successful. If current month and future month keys are loaded on the SKL then two
Terminal PKPs and two Group PKPs should be loaded into the SMART-T.




Step 26. Select the “OK” button on the next SKL popup (Operation Successful).
Step 27. Select the “Done” button on the Status window.
Step 28. To confirm a successful terminal database load, go to the following SMART-T menus,
“3 Setup” & “6 Parameter Set Edit”. Select the appropriate parameter set based on the terminal
database loaded (LDR/MDR or XDR).

Note. To confirm that your terminal database was loaded correctly, you can view your terminal
parameter sets. For and LDR or MDR database, view parameter set #17 Terminal Configuration
Set. For an XDR database view parameter set #28 XDR Terminal Info Set.


Step 29. Verify the “MIL Terminal ID” or “XDR Terminal ID” matches the intended terminal
database loaded from the SKL.

Note. Additional parameter sets can be viewed to confirm other data parameters.




Step 30. To confirm that all required black keys have been loaded into the terminal, go to the
following SMART-T menus, “3 Setup”, “3 Key Maintenance” & “2 Stored Key Status”
Step 31. On the STORED KEY CONSTELLATION screen, leave the default on “MIL” and press
Enter twice.
Step 32. Scroll through the STORED KEY STATUS screen to confirm, at a minimum, that the
necessary “Current” month keys have been stored.

SECTION III – LOADING GEOGRAPHICAL POSITIONING KEYS
4-6. The geographical positioning satellite (GPS) keys are provided to the SMART-T operator as part of
the terminal database provided by the network planner or spectrum manager. Two GPS keys are issued and
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both are required for operations. These include Black Key Algorithm Update (BKAUPD) (also referenced as
key number “103040”) and Black Group Unique Variable (BGUV2) (also referenced as key number
“102040”) keys.
Note. The BKAUPD key must be loaded before BGUV2 key.









Step 1. Connect the fill cable from the SKL port to the GPS Fill port (J20) on the rear of the
SMART-T.
Step 2. Select the SKL “Keys” tab, ensure the “USKAD 103040” key is highlighted.
Step 3. Select the “LOAD” icon in the upper-right corner of the screen or select
File>Transmit>Load from the menu.
Step 4. The Key Load Settings window appears. Select “DS-102” from the Protocol pull-down.
The Activate Mode should also change to the “DS-102” setting. Select the “OK” button.
Step 5. The Ready To Send Key window appears. This is an information screen. Select the “OK”
button.
Step 6. The Status window appears and should display “Transmit In Progress” followed quickly
by the “Operation Successful” popup. Select the “OK” button to close the popup.
Step 7. Select the “Done” button on the Status window.
Step 8. Verify that the GPS key has been loaded by viewing message history log on the SMARTT LOD or ROU.

Note. Although the KEY SUCCESSFULLY LOADED advisory may sometimes be followed by
KEY ZEROIZE SUCCESSFUL advisory, GPS key load has successfully been performed.


Step 9. Load the second GPS key. On the SKL, ensure the “USKAD 102040” key is highlighted
and repeat steps 3 thru 8.

SECTION IV ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT AND SATELLITE ACQUISITIONING
4-7. This section discusses procedures that a SMART-T operator performs to deploy the SMART-T
antenna. This section also discusses how a SMART-T operator performs either automatic or manual satellite
acquisitioning.
Note. It is the responsibility of the network engineer to inform the SMART-T operator of which
waveform (LDR/MDR/XDR) that will be used for network connectivity.

AUTOMATIC SATELLITE ACQUISITION
4-8. SMART-T initially powers-up in Automatic Mode. Therefore automatic satellite acquisition requires
minimal action by the SMART-T operator. In Automatic Mode the antenna automatically starts the
acquisition process as soon as the SMART-T operator deploys the antenna.
4-9. To deploy the antenna the SMART-T operator performs the following steps:

Step 1. From the Antenna Deployment Control screen, move the checkmark to the Deploy
Antenna option.

Step 2. Press Enter twice to Execute antenna deployment.

Step 3. Change the selection to Verify and press Enter.
Note. To stop a deployment, immediately press Enter. To Restart a stopped deployment, move the
checkmark on the “Restart Deploy” option and repeat Step 2 above to continue with redeployment.
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Upon antenna deployment, the terminal will automatically start the acquisition process.
Press Enter to acknowledge the Antenna Deployment Complete screen.

4-10. Satellite acquisition will begin and takes approximately three to five minutes. When the
Communications Control Options screen appears, perform the following steps:

Step 1. Select “2 Satellite Acquisition.” In Auto Mode the terminal will automatically display the
LDR/MDR or XDR Acquisition Set Selection screen.

Step 2. Press Enter twice to Select the current auto acquisition set. This will be the only set
selectable in Auto Mode.

Step 3. View the LDR/MDR or XDR Acquisition Status screen to monitor the acquisition process.
4-11. Next, view the Signal-to-Noise Status screen (SNR) to verify the acquisition levels by performing the
following steps:

Step 1. From the Main Menu, select “1 Comm” to enter the Communications Control Options
screen.

Step 2. Select “9 Signal To Noise Status”. View the SNR of the Acquisition/Logon beam(s).

Step 3. After viewing the Signal To Noise Status, press Enter to close the screen.

MANUAL SATELLITE ACQUISTION
4-12. To perform manual acquisition, SMART-T must first be put in Manual Mode. To put in Manual Mode,
the SMART-T operator performs the following steps—

Step 1. From the Antenna Deployment Control screen, move the checkmark to the Setup Terminal
Database option.

Step 2. Press Enter twice to access the terminal Main Menu choices.

Step 3. From the Main Menu choices, select “3 Setup.”

Step 4. Select “2 Terminal Mode Update Options.”

Step 5. Select “1 Toggle Auto Terminal Mode.”

Step 6. Press Enter to Execute the change.

Step 7. Verify the Terminal Mode setting at the bottom of the Main Menu changes from Auto to
Manual.

Step 8. Press “F8 - Previous Screen” until the Antenna Deployment Control screen is again
accessible.
4-13. Once SMART-T is verified to be in Manual Mode, the SMART-T operator must perform the following
steps for antenna acquisition—

Step 1. From the Antenna Deployment Control screen, move the checkmark to the Deploy
Antenna option.

Step 2. Press Enter twice to Execute antenna deployment.

Step 3. From the Verify Deploy Antenna screen, change the selection to Verify and press Enter.
Note. To stop a deployment, immediately press Enter. To Restart a stopped deployment, move the
checkmark on the “Restart Deploy” option and repeat Step 2 above to continue with redeployment.
After antenna deployment completes, the antenna will not continue to move until the terminal
operator starts the downlink acquisition.


Step 4. Press Enter to acknowledge the Antenna Deployment Complete screen.

4-14. Next the SMART-T operator manually conducts antenna acquisition by performing the following
steps—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “2 Satellite Acquisition.”
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Step 3. Select “1 LDR/MDR Acquisition Mode” or “2 XDR Acquisition Mode” based on the
loaded terminal database.
Step 4. From the LDR/MDR or XDR Acquisition Set Selection screen chose an acquisition set.
Step 5. Press Enter twice to select your choice.
Step 6. Ensure the Acq Options button is highlighted and press Enter.

4-15. Next, the SMART-T operator must select the appropriate acquisition option. If the satellite link to the
satellite communications system (Milstar or AEHF) is either LDR or MDR, the SMART-T operator selects
the LDR/MDR option. If the satellite link is and XDR link with AEHF, the SMART-T operator selects the
XDR option.
4-16. If the SMART-T operator selects the LDR/MDR option, the next screen will be the LDR/MDR
Acquisition Status screen. The SMART-T operator performs the following steps on this screen—

Step 1. Select “Start LDR DL” and press Enter twice to Execute. Wait for DL to complete.

Step 2. Select “Start LDR UL” and press Enter twice to Execute. Wait for UL to complete.

Step 3. LDR Logon will be completed automatically after the LDR UL completes.

Step 4. The LDR Logon should be allowed to process for approximately 30-60 seconds before
starting the MDR DL. Failure to do so can cause a MDR DL failure.

Step 5. Select “Start MDR DL” and press Enter twice to Execute. Wait for DL to complete.

Step 6. Select “Start MDR UL” and press Enter twice to Execute. Wait for UL to complete.

Step 7. MDR Logon will be completed automatically after the MDR UL completes.
4-17. If the SMART-T operator selects the XDR option, the next screen will be the XDR Acquisition Status
screen. The SMART-T operator performs the following steps on this screen:

Step 1. Select “Start XDR DL” and press Enter twice to Execute. Wait for DL to complete.

Step 2. Select “Start XDR UL” and press Enter twice to Execute. Wait for UL to complete.

Step 3. XDR Logon will be completed automatically after the XDR UL completes.
4-18. Next, view the Signal-to-Noise Status screen (SNR) to verify the acquisition levels by performing the
following steps:

Step 1. From the Main Menu, select “1 Comm” to enter the Communications Control Options
screen.

Step 2. Select “9 Signal To Noise Status”. View the SNR of the Acquisition/Logon beam(s).

Step 3. After viewing the Signal To Noise Status, press Enter to close the screen.

EPHEMERIS DATA UPDATE
4-19. Ephemeris data is provided as part of the terminal database received from the network planner or
spectrum manager. Ephemeris data gives the calculated positions of the satellites that SMART-T is tracking
at regular intervals throughout a 30 day period. Ephemeris data becomes stale after 30 days and must be
updated.
4-20. The SMART-T operator provides the following steps to perform and ephemeris data update—

Step 1. Ensure MAIN MENU is displayed.

Step 2. Press 1 Comm. COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL OPTIONS menu appears.

Step 3. Press 5 Satellite Ephemeris Update. SATELLITE EPHEMERIS CONTROL screen
appears.

Step 4. Press CHOICES and select the appropriate satellite number choice option. Press Enter
twice.

Step 5. Ensure Execute is highlighted and press Enter.

Step 6. Ensure COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL OPTIONS menu reappears.

Step 7. To check age of ephemeris, press 5 Satellite Ephemeris Update. Ensure SATELLITE
EPHEMERIS CONTROL screen reappears.
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Step 8. Observe display for updated age of ephemeris.
Step 9. Press MAIN MENU to provide access to MAIN MENU Option Bar.

SECTION V – CONFIGURING SMART-T FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS TOPOLOGY
4-21. Both Milstar and AEHF satellite communications systems can be used for two types of network
topologies. Point-to-point topology allows communications transmission between two satellite terminals,
while a type of star topology allows multiple satellite terminals to communicate using the combined satellites
in the space segment with the Milstar or AEHF satellite communications system as the hub. Satellite terminals
that have the capability to access Milstar or AEHF as part of the terminal segment, including SMART-T,
must be configured to operate in the topology for which the network engineer has determined as a requirement
for the network mission.
4-22. There are numerous terminals from various military services with the capability to use Milstar and
AEHF satellite communications systems, including SMART-T. These terminals have interoperability
amongst one another, thus it is possible that systems other than SMART-T will in the same network.

CONFIGURING SMART-T FOR STAR TOPOLOGY
4-23. In star topology configuration, one of the terminals in the network must assume the role as the network
communications controller. The other network terminals assume the role as members of the network.

NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER FOR A STAR TOPOLOGY
4-24. The terminal designated as network communications controller is the first terminal on a star topology
network and the last terminal to disconnect. The terminal operator assuming the roles as the network
communications controller grants members access to the network. As the network communications
controller, the communications controller has both setup and shutdown procedures that must be
accomplished, depending on the type of waveform be used (LDR/MDR/XDR). The remainder of this section
provides instructions performed if a SMART-T has been designated as the communications controller.

Setup Procedures for Network Communications Controller in a Star Topology Using Low Data
Rate Waveform
4-25. As the network communications controller, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to
configure and activate a star topology network using the LDR waveform:
Note. The designated network communications controller must be the first terminal on the star
topology network.
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Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.
Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”
Step 3. Select “9 LDR Network Setup.”
Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired LDR Network Setup Parameter Set.
Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.
Step 6. Select “Perform LDR Net Control” and press Enter twice.
Step 7. Select “Setup Net” and press Enter twice. LDR network setup has been initiated.
Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Step 9. Press F8 to return to the LDR Network Setup Options screen and verify the network
“Status” shows “ACT.”
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Shutdown Procedures for Network Communications Controller in a Star Topology Using Low
Data Rate Waveform
4-26. As the network communications controller, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to
deactivate a star topology network using the LDR waveform—
Note. The network communications controller must be the last terminal on the star topology
network.










Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.
Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”
Step 3. Select “9 LDR Network Setup.”
Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired LDR Network Setup Parameter Set.
Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.
Step 6. Select “Perform LDR Net Control” and press Enter twice.
Step 7. Select “Teardown Net” and press Enter twice. LDR network teardown has been initiated.
Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Step 9. Press F8 to return to the LDR Network Setup Options screen and verify the network
“Status” shows “INACT.”

Setup Procedures for Network Communications Controller in a Star Topology Using Medium
Data Rate Waveform
4-27. When configuring a star topology network using the MDR waveform, the network communications
controller must be informed by the network engineer whether to select either the MDR broadcast or MDR
dual simplex (duplex) communication type. Broadcast communications sends signals so that all terminals
with access to the star topology network will receive that signal. Dual simplex communications has one
transmit path and one receive path from one terminal to another terminal in the network.
4-28. As the network controller, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to activate a star
topology network using the MDR waveform—
Note. The designated network communications controller must be the first terminal on the star
topology network.










Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.
Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”
Step 3. Select “2 MDR Dual Simplex CC Network” or “3 MDR Broadcast CC Network.”
Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired MDR Dual Simplex CC Set or MDR Broadcast
CC Set.
Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.
Step 6. Select “Perform CC Net Control” and press Enter twice.
Step 7. Select “Setup Net” and press Enter twice. MDR network setup has been initiated.
Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Step 9. Press F8 to return to the MDR Dual Simplex CC Network Options or MDR Broadcast CC
Network Options screen and verify the network “Status” shows “ACT.”

Shutdown Procedures for Network Communications Controller in a Star Topology Using
Medium Data Rate Waveform
4-29. As the network communications controller, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to
deactivate a star topology network using the MDR waveform—
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Note. The network communications controller must be the last terminal on the star topology
network.










Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.
Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”
Step 3. Select “2 MDR Dual Simplex CC Network” or “3 MDR Broadcast CC Network.”
Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired MDR Dual Simplex CC Set or MDR Broadcast
CC Set.
Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.
Step 6. Select “Perform CC Net Control” and press Enter twice.
Step 7. Select “Teardown Net” and press Enter twice. MDR network teardown has been initiated.
Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Press F8 to return to the MDR Dual Simplex CC Network Options or MDR Broadcast CC Network
Options screen and verify the network “Status” shows “INACT.”

Setup Procedures for Network Communications Controller in a Star Topology Using Extended
Data Rate Waveform
4-30. When configuring a star topology network using the XDR waveform, the network communications
controller must be informed by the network engineer whether to select either the XDR network or XDR dual
simplex (duplex) communication type. XDR network is the XDR waveform version of broadcast
communications, sending signals so that all terminals with access to the star topology network will receive
that signal. Dual simplex communications has one transmit path and one receive path from one terminal to
another terminal in the network.
4-31. As the network controller, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to activate a star
topology network using the XDR waveform—
Note. The designated network communications controller must be the first terminal on the star
topology network.










Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.
Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”
Step 3. Select “2 XDR Dual Simplex CC Network” or “3 XDR Network CC.”
Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired XDR Dual Simplex CC Set or XDR Network
CC Set.
Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.
Step 6. Select “Perform CC Net Control” and press Enter twice.
Step 7. Select “Setup Net” and press Enter twice. XDR network setup has been initiated.
Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Step 9. Press F8 to return to the XDR Dual Simplex CC Network Options or XDR Network CC
Options screen and verify the network “Status” shows “ACT.”

Shutdown Procedures for Network Communications Controller in a Star Topology Using
Extended Data Rate Waveform
4-32. As the network communications controller, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to
deactivate a star topology network using the XDR waveform—
Note. The network communications controller must be the last terminal on the star topology
network.
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Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.
Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”
Step 3. Select “2 XDR Dual Simplex CC Network” or “3 XDR Network CC.”
Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired XDR Dual Simplex CC Set or XDR Network
CC Set.
Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.
Step 6. Select “Perform CC Net Control” and press Enter twice.
Step 7. Select “Teardown Net” and press Enter twice. XDR network teardown has been initiated.
Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Step 9. Press F8 to return to the XDR Dual Simplex CC Network Options or XDR Network CC
Options screen and verify the network “Status” shows “INACT.”

NETWORK MEMBER OF A STAR TOPOLOGY
4-33. Network members joining a star topology network on Milstar or AEHF must send a request to the
network communications controller for access to the network. Network member terminals must be using the
same waveform as the network communications controller terminal. A network member can join and exit a
Milstar or AEHF star topology network at any time and in any order.

Joining Procedures for Network Members in a Star Topology Using Low Data Rate Waveform
4-34. As a network member, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to join a star topology
network using the LDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “C LDR Network Member.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired LDR Network Member Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “LDR Net Member Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Join Net” and press Enter twice. LDR network join has been initiated.



Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Step 9. Press F8 to return to the LDR Network Member Options screen and verify the network
“Status” shows “ACT” and the “DL Signal Status”, “DL C3 Status” and “UL C3 Status” shows
“OK” or “HI.”

Exiting Procedures for Network Members in a Star Topology Using Low Data Rate Waveform
4-35. As a network member, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to exit a star topology
network using the LDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “C LDR Network Member.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired LDR Network Member Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “LDR Net Member Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Exit Net” and press Enter twice. LDR network exit has been initiated.

Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.

Step 9. Press F8 to return to the LDR Network Member Options screen and verify the network
“Status” shows “INACT.”
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Joining Procedures for Network Members in a Star Topology Using Medium Data Rate
Waveform
4-36. As a network member, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to join a star topology
network using the MDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “6 MDR Network Member.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired MDR Net Member Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “Perform MDR Net Member Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Join Net” and press Enter twice. MDR network join has been initiated.

Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.

Step 9. Press F8 to return to the MDR Net Member Options screen and verify the network “Status”
shows “ACT” and the “DL Signal Status” shows “OK” or “HI.”

Exiting Procedures for Network Members in a Star Topology Using Medium Data Rate
Waveform
4-37. As a network member, the SMART-T operator conducts the following steps to exit a star topology
network using the MDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “6 MDR Network Member.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired MDR Net Member Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “Perform MDR Net Member Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Exit Net” and press Enter twice. MDR network exit has been initiated.

Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.

Step 9. Press F8 to return to the MDR Net Member Options screen and verify the network “Status”
shows “INACT.”

CONFIGURING SMART-T FOR A POINT-TO-POINT TOPOLOGY
4-38. Point-to-point configuration requires each of the two ends of the terminal segment to be configured for
a single end-to-end route connecting the terminals. This configuration requires the use of only one satellite
channel in the space segment. Additional terminals will not have the capability to join a point-to-point
satellite link. Point-to-point configuration does not require a network communications controller and each of
the two terminals are an equal member of the satellite link.

SETTING UP A POINT-TO-POINT TOPOLOGY USING LOW DATA RATE WAVEFORM
4-39. SMART-T operators at each terminal conduct the following steps to establish a point-to-point satellite
link using the LDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “D LDR PTP Caller.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired LDR PTP Caller Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “LDR PTP Caller Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Setup PTP Call” and press Enter twice. LDR PTP setup has been initiated.
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Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Step 9. Press F8 to return to the LDR PTP Caller Options screen and verify the network “Status”
shows “ACT” and the “DL Signal Status” shows “OK” or “HI.”

SHUTTING DOWN A POINT-TO-POINT TOPOLOGY USING LOW DATA RATE WAVEFORM
4-40. SMART-T operators at each terminal conduct the following steps to terminate a point-to-point satellite
link using the LDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “D LDR PTP Caller.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired LDR PTP Caller Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “LDR PTP Caller Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Teardown PTP Call” and press Enter twice. LDR PTP teardown has been initiated.

Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.

SETTING UP A POINT-TO-POINT TOPOLOGY USING MEDIUM DATA RATE WAVEFORM
4-41. SMART-T operators at each terminal conduct the following steps to establish a point-to-point satellite
link using the MDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “7 MDR PTP Caller.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired MDR PTP Caller Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “Perform MDR PTP Caller Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Setup PTP Call” and press Enter twice. MDR PTP setup has been initiated.

Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.

Step 9. Press F8 to return to the MDR PTP Caller Options screen and verify the network “Status”
shows “ACT” and the “DL Signal Status” shows “OK” or “HI.”

SHUTTING DOWN A POINT-TO-POINT TOPOLOGY USING MEDIUM DATA RATE WAVEFORM
4-42. SMART-T operators at each terminal conduct the following steps to terminate a point-to-point satellite
link using the MDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “7 MDR PTP Caller.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired MDR PTP Caller Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “Perform MDR PTP Caller Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Teardown PTP Call” and press Enter twice. MDR PTP teardown has been initiated.

Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.

Step 9. Press F8 to return to the MDR PTP Caller Options screen and verify the network “Status”
shows “INACT.”

SETTING UP A POINT-TO-POINT TOPOLOGY USING EXTENDED DATA RATE WAVEFORM
4-43. SMART-T operators at each terminal conduct the following steps to establish a point-to-point satellite
link using the XDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.
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Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”
Step 3. Select “7 XDR PTP Caller.”
Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired XDR PTP Caller Parameter Set.
Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.
Step 6. Select “Perform XDR PTP Caller Control” and press Enter twice.
Step 7. Select “Setup PTP Call” and press Enter twice. XDR PTP setup has been initiated.
Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.
Step 9. Press F8 to return to the XDR PTP Caller Options screen and verify the network “Status”
shows “ACT” and the “DL Signal Status” shows “OK” or “HI.”

SHUTTING DOWN A POINT-TO-POINT TOPOLOGY USING EXTENDED DATA RATE
WAVEFORM
4-44. SMART-T operators at each terminal conduct the following steps to terminate a point-to-point satellite
link using the XDR waveform—

Step 1. Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options screen.

Step 2. Select “1 Communication Services.”

Step 3. Select “7 XDR PTP Caller.”

Step 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired XDR PTP Caller Parameter Set.

Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

Step 6. Select “Perform XDR PTP Caller Control” and press Enter twice.

Step 7. Select “Teardown PTP Call” and press Enter twice. XDR PTP teardown has been initiated.

Step 8. Press any key to close the Operator Request Status screen.

Step 9. Press F8 to return to the XDR PTP Caller Options screen and verify the network “Status”
shows “INACT.”

SECTION VI – OVER-THE-AIR REKEY AND DATABASE DISTRIBUTION
4-45. This section provides procedures on conducting over-the-air rekeying (OTAR) and over-the-air
database distribution (OTADD) in SMART-T. OTAR refers to the capability to transmit or update encryption
keys in terminals by transmitting or receiving the keys in the secure satellite transmission connection.
OTADD consists of the same concept as OTAR, however, is the distribution of the terminal database.
Although the operator must initially load the database and keys via the SKL to make the terminal operational,
the OTAR process is used to provide continuous on-the-air satellite operations.

OVER-THE-AIR REKEY
4-46. SMART-T can be configure to conduct OTAR manually or automatically. By configuring the OTAR
to automatically request new monthly mission keys, for each future month, it is possible for the terminal to
remain on the air for extended periods of time. The procedure that follows will guide you through the OTAR
configuration process. SMART-T always initiates in “Automatic” OTAR mode, but it is always good practice
to verify.

SETUP OVER-THE-AIR REKEYING FOR AUTO MODE
Note. To best support the OTAR process, the Auto OTAR Mode should be set to “Automatic” via
the Auto OTAR Mode Change screen. Making this setting allows the terminal to automatically
request and download new future mission keys. The terminal boots-up in “Automatic” OTAR
mode, but it is always good practice to verify.
4-47. To ensure that SMART-T is in configured to automatically conduct OTAR, and to configure SMARTT for automatic OTAR, conduct the following steps—
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Step 1. Select “3 Setup” to display the Terminal Setup Options menu.
Step 2. Select “2 Terminal Mode Update Options” to display the Terminal Mode Update Options
menu.
Step 3. Select “2 Auto OTAR Mode” to display the Auto OTAR Mode Change screen.
 Current Auto OTAR Mode: Displays either “Manual” or “Automatic”
 New Auto OTAR Mode: Press F6 to choose from “Enabled” or “Disabled.”

Note. Selecting “Enabled” sets the Current Auto OTAR Mode to “Automatic” and selecting
“Disabled” sets the Current Auto OTAR Mode to “Manual”


Step 4. Return to the “Main Menu” by pressing F7.

MANUALLY OVER-THE-AIR REKEYING
4-48. The SMART-T operator may have to request immediate replacement of lost or corrupted keys, or did
not Enable Auto OTAR Mode. In such cases, a manual OTAR is necessary.
4-49. Conduct the following steps to perform a manual OTAR—

Step 1. From the “Main Menu” Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options
menu.

Step 2. Select “4 TRANSEC Rekey (OTAR)” to display the TRANSEC Rekey (OTAR) Options
screen.

Step 3. The TRANSEC Rekey (OTAR) Options menu provides four options to choose from (1
OTAR Status, 2 Send Binding, 3 Request Keys, or 4 Stored Key Status).

Step 4. Select “3 Request Keys” to display the OTAR Key Request Control screen.
 Request Keys—provides all the choices for requesting keys to be delivered using OTAR. 1.
Select “3 Request Keys” to display the OTAR Key Request Control screen. The following
sub-items explain the screen options:
Constellation: Defines constellation for keys to be requested.
Delivery Date: Displays “DD-HHMMSS-MMYY” when keys are expected to be delivered.
COT Date: Displays “DD-HHMMSS-MMYY” when Emergency keys are expected to be
delivered.
OTAR Selection: Provides a selection based on which keys are required and how many need
to be requested.
Satellite ID: This is a Choices (F6) option that is only used when keys for one satellite is
selected.
Priority: This is a Choices (F6) option that is only used by priority terminals (Ex: submarines).
Leave at default “no.”

Step 5. From the OTAR Selection area, pick one of the following choices by using the up and
down arrow keys—
 All Missing Keys for all Satls – Will request all missing keys for all satellites the terminal is
authorized to access based on terminal image.
 All Missing Keys for one Satl – Allows the operator to request all missing keys for the
selected “Satellite ID.”
 All Authorized Keys for all Satls – Will request all missing keys for all satellites. This option
is not normally selected due to the extensive resource usage placed on the AEHF Satellite
Mission Control Subsystem (ASMCS).
 All Emergency Keys – This function is not required for normal OTAR operations and will
only be used if Emergency Keys need to be requested by the terminal.

Step 6. Press F6 to choose the required Satellite ID and then press Enter. (Only used when
requesting keys for one satellite.)
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Step 7. Press F6 to choose the required Priority and then press Enter. (Should be left at default of
“no” for SMART-T operations.)
Step 8. Ensure “Execute” is highlighted and press Enter.

4-50. Once keys of been received from an OTAR, those keys are accessible by going to the Store Key Status
screen. This Store Key Status screen is the same as the one accessed from the Key Maintenance Options
menu, however, it can also be accessed using the following steps—

Step 1. Select “4 Stored Key Status” to display the Stored Key Constellation screen.

Step 2. On the Stored Key Constellation screen, leave the default on “MIL” and press Enter twice.

Step 3. The Stored Key Status screen appears.

VIEW CURRENT OVER-THE-AIR REKEYING STATUS
4-51. The SMART-T operator can view the current OTAR status of a previously initiated OTAR request.
Numerous option screens will appear that when selected will provide the SMART-T operator with
information on the the initiated OTAR request, including expected delivery of emergency keys.
4-52. To access the OTAR status screen conduct the following steps—

Step 1. From the “Main Menu” Select “1 Comm” to display the Communications Control Options
menu.

Step 2. Select “4 TRANSEC Rekey (OTAR)” to display the TRANSEC Rekey (OTAR) Options
screen.

Step 3. The TRANSEC Rekey (OTAR) Options menu provides four options to choose from (1
OTAR Status, 2 Send Binding, 3 Request Keys, or 4 Stored Key Status)

Step 4. 1.Select “1 OTAR Status” to display the OTAR Status screen.
 OTAR Status—displays the current status of an OTAR request. Selecting OTAR Status
screen displays the OTAR Status screen. The following sub-items appear:
Constellation: Defines constellation for keys to be requested.
Group ID: Preset value associated with terminal mission.
OTAR Mode: Displays either Automatic or Manual
Delivery Status: Displays either Scheduled or Not Scheduled
Delivery Date: Displays “DD-HHMMSS-MMYY” when Mission keys are expected to be
delivered.
Canister ID: Preset value established during terminal endorsement.
Binding Done: Not Used
COT Status: Cutover Time (COT) Status for Emergency Rollover
ix.Emergency Roll: Displays “DD-HHMMSS-MMYY” when Emergency keys are expected
to be delivered.
Note. The “Send Binding option is not used.

OVER-THE-AIR DATABASE DISTRIBUTION
4-53. OTADD is the distribution of terminal database over XDR satellite communication resources.
SMART-T must be actively logged onto the satellite to conduct an OTADD. This means the SMART-T
operator must use the SKL to load the initial terminal database and keys and then log SMART-T onto the
XDR satellite. Once this is accomplished, the network planner can use the T-MPSS, connected to another
SMART-T, to send updated databases to each terminal within their network.
Note. OTADD can only be connected on the AEHF satellite communications system.
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4-54. OTADD is usually necessary if mission parameters change and each terminal in the AEHF satellite
network requires a new database. When a terminal receives an OTADD image from the network planner,
there will be an ALERT message that appears on your SMART-T operator device. This is a notification only
and does not automatically expand (activate) the received OTADD image.
Note. SMART-T can store two OTADD images within its non-volatile random access memory
(NVRAM). If a third image is received, the oldest stored OTADD image will be replaced by the
newest received image. If SMART-T is shut down and zeroized, the OTADD images stored in
NVRAM will also be removed.
When the SMART-T operator wishes to expand one of the stored OTADD images, SMART-T
must first be placed in Standby. When an OTADD set is selected to be expanded, the options to
“Delete XDR Data Sets Prior to Expanding OTADD Set” is available. Normally it is
recommended to set this selection to “Yes” to ensure all current terminal data has been removed
from NVRAM prior to expanding the new OTADD image.
4-55. Once the SMART-T operator acknowledges reception of the OTADD image, the following
instructions are accomplished to activate the OTADD image—

Step 1. Select “2 Term State” to display the Terminal State Options menu.

Step 2. Select “2 Standby” to display the Verify Standby screen.

Step 3. Ensure “Verify” is highlighted and press Enter.

Step 4. Return to the “Main Menu” by pressing F7.

Step 5. Select “3 Setup” to display the Terminal Setup Options menu.

Step 6. Select “7 Database Updates Options” to display the Database Updates Options menu.

Step 7. Select “1 XDR OTADD Sets” to display the XDR OTADD Set Selection screen. The
following sub-items explain the screen options.

Step 8. Current Terminal Image: This is the current “active” image in NVRAM and is the image
the terminal will use for active satellite communications. This can be the image loaded via the
SKL or an expanded OTADD image.

Step 9. Available Images: Displays the available received OTADD images. Two OTADD images
can be stored here.
Note. The SMART-T operator should coordinate with the network planner, prior to expanding an
OTADD image, to determine the correct OTADD image to use.


Step 10. Select one of the available OTADD images by using the up and down arrow keys and
then press Enter twice to display the XDR OTADD Options screen.

Note. The top of the XDR OTADD Options screen will display the No. / Name / Image ID of the
OTADD Image selected on the XDR OTADD Set Selection screen. If this is not the OTADD
Image you desired, please go back to the previous screen and change your selection.
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Step 11. The XDR OTADD Options screen provides three options to choose from (View OTADD
Set, Expand OTADD Set or Delete OTADD Set).
 View OTADD Set – Displays basic characteristics of the OTADD image.
1) Select “View OTADD Set” and press Enter twice to display the XDR OTADD Parameters
screen.
2) This screen displays basic characteristics of the OTADD Set. The Image Number, Image
ID and Image Name all match the values selected on the previous screen. The Image Size
will vary and the value cannot be confirmed by the communications planner.
 Expand OTADD Set – Allows the operator to expand (activate) the OTADD image to
replace the currently active terminal image.
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1) Select “Expand OTADD Set” and press Enter.
2) Press F6 to choose “yes” or “no” to Delete XDR Data Sets Prior to Expanding OTADD
Set and then press Enter twice. This provides the option to delete the current image in
NVRAM (select: yes) or to leave the current image in NVRAM (select: no). Selecting
“yes” is the preferred choice.
3) Press Enter to execute the screen.
4) If “yes” was selected to delete the current database, ensure “Verify” is highlighted and
press Enter.
5) In the top-right of the operator device screen two messages should appear: XDR OTADD
Image Expansion Starting and XDR OTADD Image Expansion Complete.
6) Press any key to acknowledge the Database Update Status screen and be returned to the
XDR OTADD Set Selection screen.
7) The Current Terminal Image should now display the name of the OTADD image that was
selected for expansion.
 Delete OTADD Set – This will delete the OTADD Image currently displayed at the top of
the XDR OTADD Options screen.
1) Select “Delete OTADD Set” and press Enter twice.
2) The Verify XDR OTADD Set Delete screen appears, ensure Verify is highlighted and
press Enter.
3) Press any key to acknowledge the Database Update Status screen and be returned to the
XDR OTADD Set Selection screen.
4) The OTADD Image selected for deletion has been removed.

SECTION VII – SMART-T SHUTDOWN AND SATELLITE LOGOFF
PROCEDURES
4-56. The SMART-T operator must conduct appropriate procedures to shutdown SMART-T. There are two
options to shutdown SMART-T—emergency and normal. This section will discuss both shutdown options
and procedures to correctly logoff of the network.
Note. Performing a normal or emergency shutdown will result in antenna stowage. A Power Down
removes Main Power from the terminal without stowing the antenna; this achieves the same result
as manually turning OFF the Main Power circuit breaker.

SHUTDOWN PROCEDURES
4-57. The following steps are performed to begin both an emergency or normal shutdown of SMART-T—

Step 1. Ensure the CRK has been removed from the XTM.

CAUTION
Insertion or removal of the CRK while the terminal is powering up or
powering down can result in corruption of the CRK and require reassociation. The CRK should only be inserted prior to terminal power up
and removed prior to terminal power down. If inserting or removing the
CRK is not performed during these time-frames then carefully follow any
on-screen messages that may appear.
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Step 2. Select “2 Term State” to display the Terminal State Options screen.
Step 3. Select “3 Shutdown.”
Step 4. Select the desired Shutdown type (Emergency or Normal).
Step 5. Press Enter twice to accept your selection.

EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN
Note. Performing an emergency shutdown results in two actions. First, it provides a method for
shutting down the terminal without terminating any existing communication channels. This can
be useful if the terminal is experiencing satellite communication issues and is not capable of
performing a normal shutdown. Second, the emergency shutdown results in a normal zeroize,
which will remove any red keys from the terminal, but leave the terminal database and black
mission keys stored in NVRAM.
4-58. If the SMART-T operator selects Emergency Shutdown, the following procedures are taken—

Step 1. Press Enter to Verify Emergency Shutdown.

Step 2. Press Enter to Verify Normal Shutdown Zeroize.

Step 3. Zeroize in Progress messages appear, then Antenna Stow Control screen appears.

Step 4. Antenna Stow In Progress.
 To HALT STOW, immediately press ENTER.
 To RESTART STOW, ensure “Restart Stow” is highlighted and press Enter.
 Antenna stow resumes.

Step 5. After antenna stow is complete, engage the roadside antenna stow latch.

Step 6. PDU shuts down automatically and Main Power circuit breaker trips to OFF.

Step 7. Generator shuts down automatically. On the front of the generator, switch the Output
circuit breaker to OFF and turn the Engine Run switch to STOP.

Step 8. Return HMMWV idle to normal if previously used as a power source.

NORMAL SHUTDOWN
4-59. When conducting a Normal Shutdown, the SMART-T operator has a choice to select the Normal
Shutdown with either a Normal Zeroize or an End-of-Mission Zeroize. If complete removal of the terminal
database, red keys and black keys is desired, then a normal shutdown and an End-of-Mission Zeroize must
be selected. Select Normal Zeroize if choosing to allow the terminal database and black mission keys stored
in NVRAM.

Normal Shutdown with Normal Zeroize
4-60. If the SMART-T operator selects Normal Shutdown with Normal Zeroize, the following procedures
are taken—

Step 1. Press Enter to Verify Normal Shutdown.

Step 2. Select “Normal Shutdown” zeroize and then press Enter twice.

Step 3. Press Enter to Verify Normal Shutdown Zeroize.

Step 4. Zeroize in Progress messages appear, then Antenna Stow Control screen appears.

Step 5. Antenna Stow In Progress.
 To HALT STOW, immediately press ENTER.
 To RESTART STOW, ensure “Restart Stow” is highlighted and press Enter.
 Antenna stow resumes.

Step 6. After antenna stow is complete, engage the roadside antenna stow latch.

Step 7. PDU shuts down automatically and Main Power circuit breaker trips to OFF.
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Step 8. Generator shuts down automatically. On the front of the generator, switch the Output
circuit breaker to OFF and turn the Engine Run switch to STOP.
Step 9. Return HMMWV idle to normal if previously used as a power source.

Normal Shutdown with End-of-Mission Zeroize
4-61. If the SMART-T operator selects Normal Shutdown with End-of-Mission Zeroize, the following
procedures are taken—

Step 1. Press Enter to Verify Normal Shutdown.

Step 2. Select “End of Mission” zeroize and then press Enter twice.

Step 3. Press Enter to Verify End of Mission Zeroize.

Step 4. Zeroize in Progress messages appear, then Antenna Stow Control screen appears.

Step 5. Antenna Stow In Progress.
 To HALT STOW, immediately press ENTER.
 To RESTART STOW, ensure “Restart Stow” is highlighted and press Enter.
 Antenna stow resumes.

Step 6. After antenna stow is complete, engage the roadside antenna stow latch.

Step 7. PDU shuts down automatically and Main Power circuit breaker trips to OFF.

Step 8. Generator shuts down automatically. On the front of the generator, switch the Output
circuit breaker to OFF and turn the Engine Run switch to STOP.

Step 9. Return HMMWV idle to normal if previously used as a power source.

SECTION VII – PREPARING SMART-T FOR MOVEMENT
4-62. This section discusses procedures to properly pack and storing ancillary equipment prior to moving
SMART-T on its HMMWV. It is necessary to conduct these procedures to ensure movement of SMART-T
is safe and does not result in damage of that could make the SMART-T inoperable.

DISCONNECTING AND STORAGE OF ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
4-63. Prior to moving SMART-T, the SMART-T operator should take the following steps to ensure all
ancillary equipment has been properly disconnected and stored—

Step 1. Ensure the terminal and the generator have been properly shutdown. See paragraph 11-1,
Terminal Shutdown and Satellite Logoff, in this guide.

Step 2. Stow grounding system in accordance with instructions in System Grounding, TM 115895-1881-10, paragraph 2-19.

Step 3. Replace the auxiliary fuel can to its stowage location next to the generator.

Step 4. De-energize all external power sources. Remove AC Power Cable from curbside connector
J1 and/or DC Power Cable from roadside connector J9. Stow cables appropriately.

Step 5. Disconnect the LID and ROU power cables from the 110 VAC power source.

Step 6. Remove the LID and ROU power cables from J1 connector on the side of the devices.
Stow cable appropriately.

Step 7. Disconnect the LOD, LID and ROU from the UIU by removing the WF 16 wires. Stow
devices and cables appropriately.

Step 8. Turn outrigger locking pin levers upward.

CAUTION
To prevent HMMWV fender damage, ensure outrigger locking pin levers
are turned upward prior to lowering the pallet unto HMMWV bed.
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Step 9. Starting at rear roadside leg, alternatively hand crank each leg counterclockwise five turns.
Repeat until pallet is lowered onto HMMWV, and all pallet legs are raised from ground pads.

CAUTION
Alternate cranking between both rear and both front legs to avoid
binding caused by lowering one corner of the pallet much lower than the
other corner. It may be necessary to push the pallet into position to
properly align the pallet cones.



Step 10. Tighten the six locking cones by using the attached ratchet handle.
Step 11. Collect the four ground pads from each corner of the pallet and secure them in their
curbside storage rack.

CAUTION
To prevent pallet and equipment damage, the pallet must be secured to
the locking cones.

Note. Knurled knob must be turned clockwise to loosen and counterclockwise to tighten.
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Step 12. Starting at the rear roadside leg, completely fold the leg handle down and secure it into
its locked position.
Step 13. Remove the locking pin from the clamp on the outrigger while ensuring the pallet leg
does not inadvertently fall.
Step 14. Open clamp on outrigger and remove the pallet leg. Do not lean leg against terminal due
to potential fall hazard.
Step 15 Slide the pallet leg into one of the stowage tubes at the rear of the terminal. Ensure the
pallet leg is secured in the tube using the locking knob.
Step 16. Close the clamp on the outrigger and secure with locking pin.
Step 17. Remove the locking pin from the outrigger and push the outrigger back into the frame.
Re-secure the outrigger with the locking pin. Repeat steps 12-17 for all remaining pallet legs and
outriggers.
Step 18. Raise and secure the HMMWV tailgate, then swing the two container holders against the
tailgate and secure with locking pin.
Step 19. Engage the antenna stow latch, if not already accomplished.
Step 20. Remove wheel chocks from under wheels and release HMMWV parking brake.
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Operator Level Maintenance of SMART-T
Operators do not perform maintenance procedures for SMART-T. All maintenance for
SMART-T are either at the field or depot level. However, there are various
troubleshooting procedures that SMART-T operators are required to perform to
identify faults in SMART-T hardware, correct hardware failure through operator-level
software configuration, and reporting field-level or above failure to leadership and
appropriate maintenance personnel. SMART-T operators are also responsible for
mandatory lubrication of the generator system.

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
5-1. Troubleshooting for SMART-T at an operator level consists of correcting operational or hardware or
lowest replaceable unit (LRU)) failures. These failures are isolated using one of the following fault isolation
methods:

Correcting database parameters at the operational level.

Using online and offline Built-In Test (BIT) functions to detect and fault isolate failed LRUs.

Using a combination of online and offline BIT functions and various hardware or equipment
checks to detect and fault isolate failed LRUs.
5-2. When isolating faults in SMART-T, the SMART-T operator should first consider operational error,
followed by using the built-in test functions that are available on SMART-T.

OPERATIONAL FAILURES
5-3. Troubleshooting operational failures involves correcting operator errors or parameter mismatching, or
correcting unachievable operations, such as satellite acquisition downlink, uplink and logon. Operational
failures include situations where the operator has attempted a normal terminal operation, and has encountered
difficulty or has failed to achieve the operation successfully.

BUILT-IN TEST FUNCTIONS
5-4. The BIT functions within AEHF SMART-T software include the following diagnostic tests—

Startup, including preboot diagnostic tests.

Online BIT.

Offline BIT
5-5. These various tests detect a minimum of 90 percent of all terminal failures, and are capable of isolating
at least 95 percent of these faults to a single LRU. The Terminal Control Processor (TCP) is responsible for
high-level BIT control and coordination, fault isolation and fault reporting.
5-6. The TCP also tests itself, its interfaces to lower level devices and the hardware it controls. Pass/fail
results are returned to the TCPs BIT software, and are passed to the FAULT and LRU ISOLATION LOGs.
The Fault Log and LRU Isolation Log are maintenance screens, which display fault and LRU status. The
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) test themselves, their interfaces and the hardware they control.
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Startup Built-in Test
5-7. Preboot diagnostic tests are initiated after a terminal power up or re-initialization. Preboot tests check
the Low Data Rate (LDR) Modem and LDR Baseband CCAs, which interface with the LOD. During testing
the CCA Light Emitting Diode (LED) indicators are illuminated indicating test status.
5-8. Resulting failures will cause the LEDs to remain lit after test completion. Observing the LEDs will
help identify a startup problem, as results of these tests are not passed to the FAULT and LRU ISOLATION
LOGs. These tests are active for approximately 15 to 20 seconds, after which Startup tests are initiated.
5-9. Startup tests consist of two phases: TCP initialization and terminal startup. The TCP initialization
phase tests Random Access Memory (RAM), the external bus and contents of Electronically Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM). The terminal startup phase tests the LDR Modem, the LDR
Baseband, the Antenna Position Control Unit (APCU), Extended Data Rate (XDR) Modem CCAs, and other
components.
5-10. The results of both phases of tests are passed to the FAULT and LRU ISOLATION LOGs where faults
and suspect LRUs are identified (refer to next paragraph). In addition, the TEU power supply contains
POWER VALID and FAULT LEDs that may help identify a startup or operational failure.
5-11. It should be noted that during the first three minutes following terminal power up, the FAULT and
LRU ISOLATION LOGs may not display resulting Rubidium (Rb) and synthesizer entries. This is due to
the Rb Standard requiring approximately three minutes warm up time, during which these faults are masked
by the system software.
Note. Although tests are polled every 10 seconds and the FAULT and LRU ISOLATION LOGs
are updated once every 60 seconds, fault and LRU isolation entries should be given credibility
only following the first three minutes of terminal power up.

Online Built-in Test
5-12. The primary function of online BIT is background testing that runs in all modes of operation to
continually test system and component operability. Many online BIT tests also run during startup testing.
Online BIT tests consist of fault detectors that check system and component operability.
5-13. The fault detectors include test categories each responsible for analyzing areas of the system, its
interfaces and its LRUs. These tests are polled every 10 seconds, and entered into a background status table.
Once all status data has been collected, the TCP controls reporting fault and LRU status to the FAULT and
LRU ISOLATION LOGs. These logs, which are dynamically updated once per minute, display fault status
messages and the LRUs that are likely to be faulty.
5-14. When used in conjunction, the FAULT and LRU ISOLATION LOGs define much of the fault isolation
process for the operator. The Fault Log displays resulting messages from online BIT tests (or startup and
offline tests) and the LRU Isolation Log shows the resulting primary or secondary suspects. Primary suspects
should be removed and replaced, then retested, before any other primary or secondary suspects are removed
and replaced.
5-15. Although the primary function of online BIT is continual system testing, online BIT also includes other
operations that are used to help the SMART-T operator maintain SMART-T. Online BIT functions are
summarized in the following operations—
Note. All online (and offline) BIT functions reside in the MAIN MENU’s “4 Maint bar” option.
Selecting this option displays the MAINTENANCE OPTIONS menu, which contains the
maintenance (online and offline BIT) options that are performed using SMART-T software.
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History. Enables viewing the most recent 1,000 system messages, including alerts, advisories, and
dayfile entries.
View Fault Log. Enables viewing LRU fault messages resulting from continual background
online BIT testing. This log is cleared when offline BIT tests are performed to enable viewing
only resulting fault messages.
View LRU Isolation Log. Enables viewing LRU fault candidates determined by background
online BIT testing. The log is cleared when offline BIT tests are performed to enable viewing only
resulting LRU fault candidates.
Output Log. Enables outputting the FAULT and LRU ISOLATION LOGs to the ROU. The
option includes outputting logs by file.
Control Bit Configuration. Enables changing the types of messages received in the FAULT and
LRU ISOLATION LOGs.
Terminal Power Status. Enables viewing current power source and power status information.
Antenna Movement. Enables moving the antenna to selected positions for performing various
maintenance procedures.

Offline Built-in Test
5-16. Offline BIT includes tests that provide more extensive fault analysis capability when fault conditions
exist that online BIT has not identified. These tests analyze serial interfaces, antenna motion and transmitter
radiate capability. The results of these tests are displayed on the OFFLINE TEST STATUS screen at test
completion. Additional information on test status can also be viewed in the FAULT and LRU ISOLATION
LOGs. These logs are available for viewing while the terminal has been placed in offline BIT state.
5-17. Offline BIT functions are summarized in the following operations:
Note. Offline BIT functions are available at the OFFLINE TEST OPTIONS screen which is
accessible after selecting 4 Maint from the MAIN MENU Option Bar. Selecting 2 Built-In Test
Options, and then 3 Select Offline BIT, makes available all offline BIT operations.












Enter OFFLINE Test. Places the terminal in OFFLINE BIT state enabling offline operations.
Exit OFFLINE/Restart Terminal. Reinitializes terminal once offline operations are complete.
Shutdown Terminal. Enables terminal shutdown.
Run MDR/XDR Loopback Test. This test is performed to test circuit integrity between the XDR
Baseband CCA and the UIU MDR and XDR group/channel port connectors. This test can be used
before operations to verify interface functionality, or to isolate failures between the terminal and
attached baseband equipment.
Run Antenna Motion Test. This test moves the antenna through a series of programmed positions
to test antenna drive system functionality and APCU circuitry.
Run Transmitter Radiate Test. This test verifies the integrity of the transmitter’s functionality
and RF circuitry.
Run All Startup Tests. This test performs all preboot and startup testing that is normally
performed at terminal power up. Executing Run all Startup Tests clears the FAULT and LRU
ISOLATION LOGs of old entries and status, leaving only resulting fault messages and LRU
status.
Perform Antenna Alignment. This procedure is used following the performance of replacing
components of the antenna drive system.
Abort Current Test. Enables aborting an executed offline test (MDR/XDR Loopback, Antenna
Motion and Transmitter Radiate Tests).

5-1. Using these troubleshooting methods ensures the availability, operational capability, and
maintainability of SMART-T. Table 5-1, on page 5-5, provides a fault index identifying fault symptoms,
probable fault causes and potential actions that will correct or isolate various faults that may occur while
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operating SMART-T. This table includes using the above fault types and methods of fault isolation. For more
information on conducting field level maintenance on the SMART-T see TM 11-5895-1881-23.
Table 5-1. Fault Isolation Index
Fault Symptom
PDU MAIN POWER circuit
breaker fails to stay ON

Probable Cause

Action

Circuit breaker failure.

Replace circuit breaker (refer to
TM 11-5895-11881-23, Chapter
2, Section V).

Short circuit in PDU.
TEU Thermal Switch failure.
LDR Modem CCA failure.
TEU fails to power up.

Power supply failure.

(TEU fan and operator devices
fail to start).

PDU failure.

Refer to TM 11-5895-1881-23,
Chapter 3, Section II to perform
PDU fault isolation.
Perform Terminal Startup fault
isolation.

TEU +28 VDC circuit breaker
OFF.
TEU +28 VDC circuit breaker
failure.
TEU
Transient
Module failure.

Protection

LDR Modem CCA failure.
Operator device shows BIT
fault displayed.

LRU failure.

Perform
isolation.

Operator device(s) fail to power
up or establish communications
with TEU. (TEU fan is running).

Failed operator device.

Perform Operator Device fault
isolation.

Loose/broken wires.

online

BIT

fault

TEU Power Supply failure.
Faulty external power source.
UIU
Transient
Module failure.

Protection

LDR baseband CCA failure.
Synthesizer failure.
LDR Modem CCA failure.
Operator
device
displays
timeout alert message or
crashes to C:\

Software interruption.

Cycle device power. If all
devices display alert, cycle
terminal power.

Operator device display goes
blank
when
exposed
to
sunlight.

Ultraviolet light exposure.

Remove display from sunlight
and wait to see if display
recovers. If display does not
recover, return to vendor for
repair.

Antenna fails to deploy or
Antenna failure.

Stow latch not released.

Release stow latch.

Antenna offline.
Antenna +28
breaker OFF.

Cycle terminal power.
VDC

circuit

Perform Antenna A2 fault
isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).

APCU failure.
Antenna drive failure.
Antenna +28
breaker failure.

VDC

Turn circuit breaker ON.

circuit

Antenna not fully stowed.
Antenna out of alignment.
GPS fails to acquire.

GPS
failure.

antenna/cable/module

GPS
not
blocked.
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Table 5-1. Fault Isolation Index (continued)
Fault Symptom

Probable Cause

Action

GPS acquires with inaccurate
time or position.

False GPS acquisition.

Use alternate time and/or
position source. Perform GPS
fault isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).

Compass/level sensor BIT fault
displayed.

Compass/level sensor failure.
LDR baseband CCA failure.

Perform Compass/level sensor
fault isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).

Downlink acquisition fails to
start.

Faulty or missing CRK.

Perform Downlink Acquisition
Fails To Start fault isolation
(see TM 11-5895-1881-10) .

Missing keys.
Missing acquisition parameter
set.
Missing ephemeris data.
GPS time or position pending.

Downlink fails to acquire.

Incorrect keys loaded.
Incorrect/old ephemeris data.
Incorrect/missing
data set.
Incorrect
heading.

time,

acquisition
position

Perform
LDR/MDR/XDR
Downlink
Acquisition
fault
isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).

or

Inaccurate GPS time/position
acquisition.
Rb failure.
Uplink fails to acquire.

Incorrect uplink keys loaded.
Incorrect cover key loaded.
Spot beam moved.

Perform LDR/MDR/XDR Uplink
Acquisition fault isolation (see
TM 11-5895-1881-10).

Old ephemeris.
Rb failure.
Logon failure/Logon revoked.

Incorrect cover key.

Perform LDR/MDR/XDR Logon
Failure fault isolation (see TM
11-5895-1881-10).

Comm planning error.
No satellite response.

Undetected hardware fault.

Perform No Satellite Response
fault isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).

Satellite failure.
Downlink track failure.

Acquisition on sidelobe.

Terminal will automatically
attempt to reacquire.

Spot beam moved.

LDR communication equipment
fails to communicate.

Rb failure.

Perform Downlink Acquisition
fault isolation If downlink track
failures continue or downlink
acquisition fails.

UIU connector failures.

Perform LDR communications
fault isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).

LID failure.
Loose
or
wires/cables.

broken

Communication
failure.
MDR/XDR
communications
equipment
fails
to
communicate.

LID

equipment

UIU connector failures.
Communications
failure.

equipment

Perform
MDR/XDR
communications fault isolation
(see TM 11-5895-1881-10) .

Distant end not available.
Bad cables.
Incorrect parameters.
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Table 5-1. Fault Isolation Index (continued)
Fault Symptom
Data/keys
memory.

not

retained

Probable Cause
in

Action

Backup battery switch OFF.

Place switch ON.

System not run in 30 days.

Run system (at least 2 hours) to
recharge batteries.

Backup battery switch failure.
Backup battery failure.
LDR modem (NVRAM) failure.
Power supply failure.
TEU Fan fault indicated.

Fan failure.
Fan operating below required
rpm.
protection

Refer to TM 11-5895-1881-23,
Chapter 3, to perform NVRAM
fault isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).
Perform TEU Fan fault isolation
(see TM 11-5895-1881-10).

Terminal shuts down during
extreme heat conditions.

TEU
overtemp
activated.

No power output from AC/DC
converter.

AC/DC switch OFF.

Place switch ON.

AC/DC converter failure.

Perform AC/DC converter fault
isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).

AC power source failure.
PDU relay failure.

Wait for conditions to cool.

Second power source missing.
Ice on antenna (reflector,
subreflector and feedhorn) fails
to melt.

Antenna heater circuit breaker
OFF.
Heater element failure.
Heaters circuit breaker failure.

Place circuit breaker ON.
Perform Antenna Heater fault
isolation (see TM 11-58951881-10).

Thermal switch failure.
PDU relays K1 or K2 failure.
No power to transmitter.

PDU transmitter circuit breaker
OFF.
Failed PDU transmitter circuit
breaker.

Place circuit breaker ON.
Perform Transmitter
fault isolation. (

Power

Transmitter short circuit.
Failed
supply.
Transmitter overtemp.

transmitter

power

Fan failure.
Airway obstructed.

Perform Transmitter Overtemp
fault isolation.

Thermal sensor failure.
Battery charger
displayed.

BIT

fault

Battery charger failure.
Battery thermal sensor failure.
Battery drained.
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SECTION I – ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATION
AEHF

advanced extremely high frequency

ALKM

AEHF local key management system

APCU
bps

bits per second

BIT

built-in test

CAKMS
CCA
CCI
COMSEC

Central AEHF Key Management Station
circuit card assembly
controlled cryptographic item
communication security

COT

cutover time

CRK

cryptographic recovery key

DISN

Defense Information Systems Network

DODIN-A

Department of Defense Information Network-Army

DSP

digital signal processor

EHF

extremely high frequency

ECU

end cryptographic unit

ECUR
FFK
FOUO
GAA
GAIT
GPS
HMMWV
ID
JIST
KLIF
KMI
KMID
KOAM
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antenna position control unit

end cryptographic unit response
FIREFLY key
For Official Use Only
gateway access authorization
global agile integrated transport
geographical position satellite
high multipurpose wheeled vehicle
identification number
joint integrated satellite communications tool
key loading and initialization facility
key management infrastructure
key material identifiers
key management infrastructure operations account
manager

kpbs

kil-bits per second

LDR

low data rate

LED

light emitting diode
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LOD

local operator device

LRU

lowest replaceable unit

Mbps
Milstar
MDR

military strategic and tactical relay
medium data rate

NVRAM

non-volatile random access memory

OTADD

over-the-air data distribution

OTAR

over-the-air rekeying

PDU

power distribution unit

PKP

prepositioned key package

ROU

remote operator unit

RSSC
SATCOM

regional space support center
satellite communications

SAR

satellite access request

SHF

super high frequency

SIPRNET
SKL
SMART-T
SOP
TCID
T-CDMP

SECRET Internet Protocol Router Network
simple key loader
secure, mobile, anti-jam, reliable, tactical-terminal
standard operating procedure
terminal control interface device
tactical-computer digital mission planner

TCP

terminal control processor

TEU

terminal electronics unit

T-MPSS

Glossary-2

mega-bits per second

tactical-mission planning sub-system

UHF

ultra high frequency

UIU

user interface unit

VPC

variable performance chipset

XDR

extended data rate
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